Flow Performance FP1

FP1 Wake-up

When the FP1 has not received any input from the user or detected any pressure greater than .1”wc on PS1 (or pressure greater than the value of p on later versions) for a duration determined by the FP1 sleep timer value (o), the FP1 will enter a sleep mode to conserve battery life. The FP1 will report “Sleeping” when it has entered sleep mode.

To awaken FP1 from sleep mode:

FPcom1, 2    Press any key on your keyboard
FPcom.p      Press the RESUME or ZERO icon on the touch screen
FPcom.pv     Touch the screen, then press the blue button.

When the FP1 resumes operation, it will zero the sensors and continue operation.

When the FP1 enters sleep mode, FPcom will start a 5 minute timer. If the FP1 is not awakened within 5 minutes, FPcom will turn off the processor and display a message “Sleep Timer Expired”.

To restart an expired sleep timer:

FPcom1, 2    Select the “Processor” menu item, and select “Proc On”.
FPcom.p, pv  Exit FPcom and restart FPcom